A Sample Syllabus

Module Links:

**Module 1: Introduction**
2017 trends in computing:  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymwriYKj7h0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymwriYKj7h0)

Additional trends:  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9We3V3WzNTI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9We3V3WzNTI)

Definitions of Ethics in Computing:  

Impacts of Computing – Global Perspective:  

Impacts of computing – individuals:  

**Module 2: Privacy**
Online Privacy:  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIFfYxgDpRo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIFfYxgDpRo)

Privacy:  [https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=privacy+and+computing](https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=privacy+and+computing)


**Module 3: Freedom of Speech**
1st Amendment Information:  [http://constitution.findlaw.com/amendment1.html](http://constitution.findlaw.com/amendment1.html)

Freedom of speech & Communism:  

How computers Benefit Society:
http://www.rasmussen.edu/degrees/technology/blog/ways-computer-science-benefits-society/

**Module 4: Intellectual Property**

Intellectual Property: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od5gQNNd_8Y

Intellectual Property and You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQsZf2G4Sdc

Intellectual Property Definition:
http://www.ohio.edu/people/tl303308/intellectual-property1.html


**Module 5: Computer Crime**

Top 10 Computer Crimes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0iaRn2WwPw

Computer Crimes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuYNXgO_f3Y

Laws on Computer Crime: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7JI9g8x7J4

Computer Crime & FBI: https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber


**Module 6: The Workplace**

Surveillance and PRISM: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR6YyYdF8ho

Surveillance and Terrorism: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9_PjdU3Mpo

Cans and Can’ts of Workplace Surveillance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gS0Ozu31k8

Workplace Monitoring: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8NZpENmBE0

Module 7: Controlling Technology


Evaluating Network Technology: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w233obgljUo

IT and Cloud Investment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvsnRKC2Y-8

Module 8: Errors, Risks and Failures
How to prevent failure: http://www.wikihow.com/Prevent-Computer-Failure


Computer Failures: http://articles.latimes.com/keyword/computer-failures

Computer Failure DMV: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZ9bAIlyCCU

Module 9: Professional Ethics and Codes


Comparison of Codes of Ethics: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/f561/00328666a067e6bc38706840d75bb38d16ec.pdf

Professor Gotterbaum: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d91MTV9AINg
Professional Codes:
http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/pecorip/SCCCWEB/ETEXTS/CISESHV_TEXT/Chapter-10-IT-Professions-Codes/Content.html